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1. If they had received your application,
❏ you'd have had an answer by now.
❏ you'll get an answer pretty soon.
❏ you had an answer now.

2 . Jason could have won the race if he ___ hurt his leg.
❏ doesn't hurt
❏ hasn't hurt
❏ hadn't hurt

3. In the sentence, the result half starts with IF.
❏ True
❏ False

4. Choose the correct sentence:
❏ My dad will buy a car if he had enough money.
❏ My dad bought a car if he had enough money.
❏ My dad would buy a car if he had enough money.

5. If they hadn't received your application,
❏ you wouldn't be on the list.
❏ you won't be on the list.
❏ you would be on the list.

6. If I ___ harder for the test I would have gone to the party.
❏ had studied
❏ will study
❏ did study

7. If it is hot, it ___ summer.
❏ will be
❏ is
❏ would be

8. I will leave late....
❏ if I will finish my work.
❏ if I am finish my work.
❏ if I don’t finish my work.

9. I think there would be less conflict in the world if people ___ the same language.
❏ will speak
❏ had spoken
❏ spoke

10. She will invite me if I ___ her.
❏ helped
❏ help
❏ would help

11. I ___ this again if you have a good reason for missing the deadline.
❏ I will never mention
❏ I never mention
❏ I don't mention

12. If you'd fallen from the 15th floor,
❏ you have died.
❏ you won’t die
❏ you would have died.

13. Unless you ___ all of my questions, I won’t be able to help you.
❏ answered
❏ answer
❏ would answer

14. If it hadn't rained, I ___ to the park.
❏ will have gone
❏ will go
❏ would have gone

15. If I ___ younger, Megan would go out with me.
❏ were
❏ would be
❏ am

Correct Answers on final page.

Correct Answers
1. you'd have had an answer by now.
2. hadn't hurt
3. FALSE
4. My dad would buy a car if he had enough money.
5. you wouldn't be on the list.
6. had studied
7. is
8. if I don’t finish my work.
9. spoke
10. help
11. I will never mention
12. you would have died.
13. answer
14. would have gone
15. were
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